
Disrupting the future of elderly care
Meet Nobi’s Smart Lamp



But first… 
… about a fast ageing population 



Our society is ageing fast
Only a 3% growth of the European 

population is expected by 2060

507,2 Mio 522,8 Mio
2010 2060

How to keep 
the care 

budget under 
control?

How to deal 
with the 

shortage in 
nurses?

Over  the same period, 80+ in 
Europe will more than double

2010 2030 2060

5,1% 7,2% 11,8%How to 
empower 

people to stay 
happy & 

independent?

With similar numbers for the 
entire developed world
And fall related impact 
increasing accordingly

€140BN PER YEAR
FALL RELATED COSTS 

IN EU & US

The average 
cost of a fall 

related 
hospitalization 

& 
rehabilitation 
is €35.000want Care

desire Independence
deserve Hapiness Best? Tech!



CHALLENGE

FOR ELDERLY 
FALLS MEAN

• hospitalization & medical costs
• end of independence
• lower life expectancy 

81% of adults 
would be 
interested in 
technology that 
prevents & 
detects falls

6

FOR CARE GIVERS 
FALLS MEAN

• increased workload
• emotional stress
• inefficient monitoring tasks

FOR SOCIETY 
FALLS MEAN

• increased medical costs
• increased care costs
• increased personel need

• 1 in 3 +65 falls at least 1x per year

• 66% of falls lead to injury

• For 65+ falls are leading cause of death by injury

• 20% of elderly admitted to hospital have been on the floor for over 1h before 
help arrived

• 50% of elderly who lie on the floor for longer than 1 hour die within 6 months

• First Nobi data suggests falls are massively underreported and indicate that 
medical & care costs in reality far exceed current estimates 

Medical cost of 
fall related 
hospitalizations 
is expected to 
increase by 47%
by 2050 

• Always immediate help
• More qualitative life years
• Reduced anxiety

• Reduced hospital days
• Lower cost of care
• Improved quality of care

• More time for care
• Smooth & complete integration
• Higher job satisfaction

FOR ELDERLY 
FALLS MEAN

FOR CARE GIVERS 
FALLS MEAN

FOR SOCIETY 
FALLS MEAN

PROBLEM & SOLUTION



Technology to the rescue
Meet ‘Nobi Smart Lamp’







Nobi Specs

• LEDs
• Warm and cold LEDs for general lighting
• RGB LEDs for status lighting
• Infrared LEDs for night vision

• Both down as uplight: 
• Down: 2700K Warm White (2.384 lm) – 6500K Cold White (2.560 lm)
• Up: 2700K Warm White (592 lm) – 6500K Cold White (640 lm)

• Other:
• WiFi-Bluetooth,… 
• 256-Core NVIDIA, 4 GB 128-bit LPDDR4 Mem and 1.33 TFLOPs
• 4 x 3.4MP IR sensors covering complete room (max 78,5m2)
• HiFi class audio/microphones
• IK03 impact rating
• IP2x rating



Privacy is essential

• Snapshots are processed in the 
lamp itself, not in the cloud. 

• Those snapshots are only shared 
with relevant people if a fall 
occurs.

• We don’t use moving visuals but 
still ‘poses’ of the resident.

• Settings are fully customizable 
depending on each specific 
situation.

24/7 
monitoring



Making the difference in the lives of… 
1/ Elderly & their families
2/ Caregivers 



Making the difference
For elderly & their families

In care 
homes

At 
home



Making the difference
For elderly & their families

In care 
homes

At 
home



Dianne De Cremer
Resident WZC Gerstjens

"Die lamp geeft wel een veilig gevoel: 
dat je die stem hoort, dat het 
geregistreerd is, het geeft geen 
paniek meer he. De sprekende lamp 
noem ik ze nu."

Dianne De Cremer
Resident carehome Gerstjens

”With Nobi, I feel safe. Hearing its voice, 
knowing it registered your fall: it makes 
sure I don’t panic anymore. 

‘The talking lamp’ I call it now.”



Nobi detects
a fall 

Alarm via central 
dashboard of care 

home

Immediate help
by caregivers

Our loved ones are
taken care off  

Nobi, a loyal supporter in residential care homes
1. Fall detection

In care 
homes





Nobi, a loyal supporter in residential care homes
2. Fall prevention

Nobi lights an 
out-of-bed path 

Nobi shows 
caregivers when 
residents could 
use some help

Nobi supports 
caregivers to 
create a safe 

and happy 
environment



Indirect light to 
prevent 

disorientation

Direct light after 
getting up

Fall 
prevention



A circadian rhythm is a 
biological rhythm of which 
the cycle lasts about one 
day (Latin: circa = round, 
dies = day). 

It is also referred to a 24-
hour rhythm or, in animals, 
a sleep-wake rhythm

An important factor in our 
biological clock is light.

The importance of natural light
Circadian rhythm



The importance of natural light
Circadian rhythm

Influences 
bloodpressure, 
heartrate, appetite, 
hormonlevels and 
mental clarity. 

Positive influence on 
sleep and energylevels.



Nobi mimics natural daylight to boost health and 
performance. We do this by color temperature:
Our smart light-source adapts itself throughout the day, 
following the rules of circadian rhythm. 

Circadian rhythm
How it works



1. We decided the placement of the lamp based on the given address of the older adult. 
2. Based on that information, we calculate at what time the sun should rise and set. 
3. Warmth of the light (Kelvin) is being adjusted: we let it fluctuate between 2700 Kelvin (warm) and 

6500 Kelvin (cool). 
4. A curve is created to allow the lamp to automatically adapt the warmth following the position of 

the sun. >> In the evening, the light will be warmer than in the morning. 

Circadian rhythm
How it works



Recap
Nobi’s USP’s

• Lamp: an everyday, non-stigmatizing object

• Complete solution

• Key: real-time fall detection

• Full coverage (without required reconstructions)

• Two-way communication

• Notification: out-of-bed detection, leaving the room, x time in 

bathroom, sitting at the side of the bed, …

• Dataplatform, eyes on the future! 

• Additional functions: unlocking frontdoor, TV, …



Easy to install
Nobi is also…

You only need 2 things:

Electricity WiFi

And yet:
• It is a centralized system

• Future proof

•Open API



Making the difference
For elderly & their families

In care 
homes

At 
home



CASE
Novulo Buildings & Nobi



Living apart … together

• Designer care home units, placed in the garden of 
caretaker.  

• Installation in only 1 day 
• Nobi watches over the resident 24/7, providing 

continuous security. 
• If Nobi Smart Lamps detect a fall, > family or 

caregiver can act immediately.

CASE: Novulo Buildings & Nobi

Happy ageing at home
Becomes possible when disruptive 
architects & life saving technology 

shake hands



More Nobi @ Home
… in 2024 



Making the difference in the lives of… 
1/ Elderly & their families
2/ Caregivers 



Making the switch from cold 
hands to warm hands



Nobi helps caregivers 
To make the switch…

Fall detection

Reactive care 

Lagging behind

Doing repetitive, inefficient tasks

Keeping people alive

Daily stress management

Fall prevention 

Proactive care

Being in control 

Tasks that really matter

Working on people’s happiness 

Job satisfaction 

FR
O

M TO



Daniela Cislariu
Nurse WZC Gerstjens

”You don’t always know someone fell, especially 
at night when you might be busy with someone 
else. It gives me a lot more peace of mind when 
I know that Nobi is keeping an eye out. 

And it also gives residents a feeling of security, 
because they know that the lamp is always 
there. If something happens, we're going to be 
able to respond quickly.”

Daniela Cislariu
Nurse WZC Gerstjens

”Nurses don’t always know when someone fell. 
Especially at night, when we’re busy with 
another resident. It gives me peace of 
mind when I know that Nobi is keeping an eye 
out. 

Our residents also feel safe as they know that 
the lamp is always there. In case of a fall, we 
can now offer immediate help.”



Mathieu De Wulf
Director carehome Gerstjens

“Nobi helps us guarantee the quality of 
our care. It is about even more focused, 
individualized care, but also about engaging 
our staff at the right time, and only for 
those tasks with which they truly make a 
difference in the lives of our residents.”



CASE
WZC Gerstjens & Nobi



Hilde Crevits
Minister of public health

Today, I saw how smart 
technology can be used 
to efficiently support care 
workers, resulting in higher 
quality of care



PILOT CASE – WHAT NOBI CUSTOMERS EXPERIENCE

Conclusion
• Falls & long lies are massively 

underreported 
• More medical costs & consequences should 

be attributed to lack of fall prevention & 
detection

Consequences of long lies
• Muscle damage, pneumonia, carpet 

burns,bedsores, hypothermia, dehydration  
• Death 

Preventing more falls, detecting all falls immediately, 
avoiding long lies is crucial to contain an explosion of 
medical costs & care needs in the decades to come

Undetected 
falls

With Nobi 

n = 15

With nurse call 
system

n= 85
Detected falls

If n =100 / year

84 1120
0 0%

96 225
380 80%

If n =100 / year

With Nobi
n= 15

Preventive interventions
With 0% false negatives 

473 6307

If n =100 / year

1 prevention/
room every 6 

days

For the elderly
• More qualitative life years & higher quality of life 

through continuous prevention & rapid intervention
• Longer independence, more privacy & more dignity
For government
• Lower care and medical expenses through reduction 

of hospitalisations caused by falls 
For care professionals
• More pleasant & rewarding work
• Less stress & lower workload, more time to deliver 

proper care
For nursing homes
• Higher quality of care
• Lower recruitment cost & better employee retention 
• More efficient operations & lower workload 
• Better occupancy rate & more relevance in the care 

ecosystem

PILOT 
RESULTS
(Belgium)

1 false positive/
room/15 days



Technology adoption & 65-plus
The power of design



“If we want 65+ and their caregivers to adapt new 
technologies, then we should  stop making care products.

We want people to buy Nobi because they want it, 
not because they need it. ”

CEO & co-founder Roeland Pelgrims



Empathic product design,
leaving stigma at the door
• Ageing is overwhelming and emotional enough
• Older adults deserve stylish and intuitive care tech
• Nobi is designed with them, for them
• Part of daily life in a very natural way

Simple Discrete Cosy Friendly









We are ready for the future of 
elderly care. 

Are you? 

Contact

Sven De Proft
+32 495 29 82 35
Sven@nobi.life



Thanks!
www.nobi.lifeAnd take care


